Vermin Protection

E35

Bird Spikes
CAT NO: PP04

Designed to prevent birds landing on plant such as transformers or auto-reclosures. Bird
Spikes are ideal for use in areas such as sanctuaries for birds of prey or other protected
species. They can also be used to prevent fouling associated with birds gathering
close to residential areas. Easily bonded with silicone. Clear plastic, supplied in 330mm
lengths.

Bird Flight Diverters
For use on overhead powerlines, the Bird Flight Diverters can be easily seen by large birds
such as swans and geese preventing outages caused by bird strikes to the line. Can be fitted
live from the ground with the use of operating rods and adapter or with a Shotgun Stick.
Can be applied to conductors on 25 - 150mm². Standard size is 200mm diameter, 600mm
diameter available on request.

Firefly Bird Flight Diverter
CAT NO: BB-FF11

The Firefly reflects sunlight during daylight hours and utilises
luminescent light emission during dusk and night time hours. The
diamond bar and luminescent material causes sunlight to become
refracted during daylight hours, providing a “Sparkle Effect” which
can be seen by birds and humans up to a quarter of a mile away. This
sparkling and refraction of light allows the birds to change their flight
pattern to divert around marked wires or potential roosting sites.

Woodpecker Repellent Spray
Woodpecker Deterrent and Protective Coating Spray is designed to provide a protective skin to cover areas
repaired with woodpecker hole filler and where woodpecker damage is anticipated.
This repellent product is a non-reverting, non-oxidising, protective latex film with a natural smell & taste
deterrent. This non-toxic, environmentally safe woodpecker control product works on birds that peck and
damage wood or other surfaces. When applied correctly, the woodpecker repellent spray slowly emits
encapsulated deterrent, providing protection from future damage.
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